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Ahtract

The distribution of the long-wavelength made flux in unshielderl
nnrl shielded magnetic h a d cores is described and calculated. Two
effects are found, depcndimg on

the path of the flux: the "secondary

gap effect'' and the "undulation efTect." The secondary gap effect
causes an increasing output lwel at long mvelatgths; it occrns be-

cause of the finite germleabiIity of the core. The undulation effect
causes undulation in the reproducing-head wavelresponse; it
depends primarily on the dimensions of the m e in the neighborhood

of the tape. ExperimentaI measurements confirm the validity of the
calculations quits well.

Symbol
Qr~aatity
Ci(x) cosine integral1
depth of front gap in core
Ed,
f
frequency of wavelength X at
speed v
k
wave number = 2a/h
length
of front gap in core
I,
length
of
gap between core and
1,
shield
head-face length in contact with
L
tape
mr angle between tape and head
face
R,
reluctance of core, including
reluctance of rear gap
Rcl reluctance of that portion of
core which contacts tape
R,
reluctance of front gap In core
Si(x) sine integral1
v
tape velocity
V
magnetic potential difference
(magnetostatic potential)
r(x) gamma function1
X
recorded wavelength
p,
absolute permeability of core
materia1
pp
permeability of free space,
4 iX
~ 1W7henries per meter
p,
relative permeability of core
material,
magnetic flux around core
(which can induce volta~ein a
coil wound on core)
short-circuit flux (flux which
would flow from tape through
an infinitely large and infinitely
permeable bar held in intimate
contact with tape)
bJ
2xf

meter
hertz

reciprocal meter
meter
meter

meter
radian

reciprocal henry
reciprocal henry
reciprocal henry

meter per second
ampere

henry per meter

weber

weber

radian per second

1. Introduction

In magnetic recording, the variation of the amplitude
of the signal as a function of time [ ~ i g1(A)]
.
is stored as
a variation of magnetization as a function of position
[Fig. 1(B)]. h he magnetization of the tape may also be
represented by arrows, as in Fig. Z(C).] The wavelength h
(caIled the "recorded wavelength") of a sinusoidnl magnetization, therefore, is the basic output quantity for
describing these processes, rather than frequency. As in
all wave processes, we have kh = 2~ and v =fA, so that
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Tabulated values of the sine and cosine integrals and the gamma
function may be found, for instance, in C.R.C. Standard ,Wo,l~ernorical Tables, C . D. Hodgrnan, Ed. Cleveland, Ohio: Chemical
Rubber Publ. Co.
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Fig. 2. Reproducing wavelengyh responle
of a flux-sensitive magnetic head at short
wavelengths. Solld curve; gap-loss function. Broken curve: frequency response of a

real rnagnenc reproducer, including eddycurrent losses, e k

Fig. 1.

g a p length.

(A) Graph of input signal versus time.

(B) Graph af magnetization versus distance
on tape. (C) Representation by arrows of the
magne7ization on the tape.

Fig. 3. Reproducing wavelength response of a
Rux-sensitive magnetic heod at long wavelengths.
t=leng*

.-
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"short wavelengths" correspond 10 high frequencies, and
"long wavelengths" correspond t o low frequencies.
There are irregularities in the wavelength response of
magnetic reproducing equipment at short and long wavelengths; these are dependent on the dimensions of the
reproducing transducer. At short wavelengths, the recorded wavelength is of the same order of magnitude as
the gap length; the reproduction is described by the gap
function [I], [2] shown in Fig. 2. The self-dernagnetization of the tape and the eddy-current losses of the core d o
not allow transmission beyond a ccrtain recorded wavelength and frequency. so that one may expect a monotonic
decrease of transnlission at the short wavelengths. The
brokon curve of Fig. 2 scprescnts the frequency response
of a scal magnetic reproducing systcm.
Thcre arc also undulations in the reproducing wavelength response at longer wavelenghs, as shown in Fig. 3,
when the recorded wavelength and the length? of thc head
core and the shielding can are of the same order of magnitude. These undulations usually occur within the system
bandpass. Since they cannot be equalized with simple circuits, a considerable amount of linear (Frequencyresponse) distortion may be added in sound reproduction.
In making magnetic tape system rneasllrements. it is at
least theoretically possible to make a correction.
This paper studies the proqss of reproduction at long
wavelengrhs. Schnlidbauer [l] and Westmijzer [3] have
done this already, but their results are good only for certain special cases in which the real situation has been
greatly idealized. Further results for the case of a round
core have bcen published by Duinker and Geurst [ 5 ] .
Because of the practical importance of the influence of
the core shape and the shielding on the reproducer response, these will be treated in this paper. The complicated geometrical conditions require a close coordination

of the head foce.

between theory and experiment in order to assure the
vaIidity of the assumptions on which the calculations are
based.
II. 'Fundamentals

One can imagine the curve of Fig. 3 being composed of
two parts: an undulating part and a part which increases

monotonically as wavelen$h increases. A similar distinction is found in the physical causes; the path of the flux
lines is different for the undulations and for the longwavelen~thrise due to the cffcct o f a secondary gap.
In calculating the reproducing process, onc may assume
that the magnetization vector lies just above the gap, as
shown in Fig. 4. This is valid only when the head is symmetrical in relation t o the gap [7],
Only the relationships between the peak values will be calculated. The time
variation is introduced by multiplying by cos wt [I].
We will first try t o explain how the Iong-wavelength
rise occurs. In the region where I, < X/2<<L (Fig. 4), there
is the following relationship between the short-circuit flux
from the tape a, and the core Rux +,:

[XI.

Length is the dimension in the direction of tape motion.
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Fig. 5. Rlse a t long wavelengths due ta
the smondury-gap effect.
Fig.

d. Cross section through the

magnetic

circuit

Of

a

magnetic

head and the active coating of the
lape.

Fig. 6. Flux liner through the sides of the magnetic circuik (A) Core in free space. (B) Core Indde shield con

where
R,= reluctance of the front gap
R, = reluctance of the high-permeability core (induding the reluctance of the rear gap).

The tape flux at long wavelengths flows in the manner
shown in Fig. 4. The reluctance of the secondaty path
through the front gap increases at long wavelengths since
there is a part of the reluctance of the core RCl(h)which
is in series with the gap reluctance R,. The reIuctance of a
pole piece of lengh h/4, measured from the gap, is called
iRCI(X). Equation (I), therefore, changes to

shield, and returns through the back of the core. The part
of the flux in the two outer gaps interferes, thus making
periodic variations. One has these undulations of response
whether the head is shielded or in free space. The nature
of the head face (e-g., the area of immediate contact between the head and the tape) is the primary factor in determining the undulations and the long-wavelength rise.
The name "'Spiegelfunktion" (head-face function) therefore seems to be a good German term for both the undulation and the long-wavelength rise effects? In Englishlanguage publications, the name 'kcontour effect" is
often used, in allusion to the effect of the shape of the
. head face. A better term, introduced by Duinkw and
Geurst [5] and used in this translation, i s "head-length
response."
The response of the reproducer may be calculated by
calculating the field of a sinusoidally magnetized tape in
the presence of a ferromagnetic circuit (the magnetic
head). This very difficult problem can be reduced to a
simpler one by the application of the theorem of the
equality of mutual inductances.
For the length dx, the magnetization Mu cos kx of the
tape coating with unit permeability corresponds to a loop
current dil= Mo cos k d x (Fig. 7), which may be assumed
to Row in an assumed equivalent current loop. This
equivalent current loop is coupled to the head winding
throush the core, and is assumed to cause a flux dQ2.
Therefore, the rnutuaI inductanm between the equivalent
current Ioop and the head windings i s

XIUS
there is a long-wavelength rise relative to the short
wavelengths. We may describe this phenomenon by the
assumption that the magnetic reproducing head possesses a secondary gap at long wavelengths. This phenomenon is, therefore, called the secondary-gap effect.
Fig. 5 shows a graph of (2). This curve shows the longwavelength flux response of a magnetic head which has
no undulations; the level rises monotonically at long
wavekngths.
We may express the long-waveIength rise due to the
secondary-gap effect by means of the mathenlaticalIy
simple formz~la(2) since the magnetic flux flows entirely
in the: reproducing head itself. However, there is also flux
on part of the tape which does get into the reproducing
system even though this part of the tape does not make
direct contact with the magnetic circuit of the core and
the gap. This effect caus.3 irregularities called "undulations'' in the reproducing wavelength response.
With an wnshielded core [Fig.6(A)], the magnetic flux
flows into the side of the core; therefore, most of the flux
flows through the nonmagnetic medium in which the core
lies. The part of the flux which flows in and out of the two
legs of the core interferes with the part of the flux from
the gap, and in this manner increases and decreases the where N is the number of turns on the head.
flux through the head windings.
If there is a shield, the additional gaps G2 and G3 ap8 Straubel 141 has introduced the term "Spiegelfunktion" in a
pear [ ~ i6 ~( ~ .) ] The
.
flux flows through the core and the rather d i f f m t meaning.

i

Fig. 7. Sketch showing! the coupling between %e equivalent
current loop and the head mil. (The thickness of the magnetic
coating af the tape i s exnggeroted.)

On the other hand, the current iz which flows in a coil
of N turns causes a magnetic flux $1 through the assumed
conducting loop. Thus, for the mutual inductance between the head winding and the equivalent current loop,
we have

If the field distribution outside of the front gap is
known, then the reproducing wavelength response can be
calculated with the use of (3). In this manner, the original
problem of calculating the field of a sinusoidally magnetized tape in the presence of ferromagnetic material has
been reduced to the task of determining the magnetic
field of the head. The mathematics remain simple only if
the study is limited to two dimensions, but a two-dimensional anaIysis is justified only when the recorded wavelength is less than the track width w . One usually cannot
assume this in practical cases. Indeed, the head-length
responses which have been measured experimentally do
depend on the track width; therefore, the two-dimensional calculation will not agree with the measured results
at all points, but the calculation cerkainly will lead to some
insight into the process. A study of the effect of track
width has been published by Geurst [6].
Equation (1), which describes the reproduction of
medium wavelengths, may be derived with the aid of (3).
The front gap is assumed to be infinitesimally short; the
potential difference between the gap sides, however, has
a finite value
AP,

=

-

R,
.-0

R,

+ Re

Consequently, the field strength in the gap and also in the
area of contact hetween the head and the tape takes an
infinitely high value. Therefore, we arrive at the equation
The mutual inductances equal each other:
-

Ll2

= L2I.

Therefore, letting Vo= N.ia,

The Dirac delta function 6Cx) has the property

$1

d@2 = - J-10 cos kxdx.
v-0

The relationship between the field strength and the flux
in the tape is given by the following equation:

with E any value greater than 0; that is, S(x)=O for
x P 0 and lirnml, 6(x) = m.
After substituting (4) into (3), we have
@ =

-w

where
w= width of the magnetic track,

t=thickness of the magnetic coating (very thin),
Hz=magnetic field strength, and
V=magnetic potential difference (magnetostatic potential).
By this means, we arrive at the formula for the magnetic
flux in the core, which is t h e same as the flux through the
coil (see atso Westmijze [ 3 ] ) :

= wfp&o

"@'foS
VD

R,
& { x ) cos kxdx
Rg+ R.

- Yo-

%
-cos 0
R,

+ R,

The formula of the last line is that given at the beginning.
The ~alcuhtiondemonstrates t h e usefulness of (3).
I1I. Secondary-Gap EfFect

First, a v / a ~must be determined at the boundary between the tape and the head face. The field strength depends on the shape of the ferromagnetic core. If the
bounding surfaces of the poles are parallel (Fig. S), we

where

I E

Fig.

8. Shape 03
Ihe core in the gap
region with bounding
surfaces of the pole
parallel, and gap
fig.

depth

9.

Shape of

the core in the gap

d,

arrive at the formula

region wi?h bounding

fhe

surfaces

of

pole diverging

obliquely at angle

a, and gap depth
d~

The factor p, in the denominator of (5) and (6) shows that
the secondary-gap effect is caused by the finite permeability of the core material. In the case of infinitely high
permeability, there would not be any finite potential differences in the core, and therefore no field. The contribution to the output Ievel is essentially proportional to the
wavelength, and therefore will be appreciable only in the
Iong-wavelength (low-frequency) region.

1V. Undulation i n the Case of an Unshielded Core

I n order to determine the flux which enters the sides of
the core, we must first caIculate aV/ax along the x axis
where p, i s the absolute permeability of the core, and do on which the tape runs after it leaves the head face. This
is done by the method o f conformal mapping. Fig. I O
is the depth of the gap.
If the surfaces diverge obliquely, as shown in Fig. 9, it shows a cross section of the real head; in the plane of the
paper, the path of the field lines is very complicated. By a
follows that
suitable conformal representation. the original pEane may
be transformed in such a manner that the field lines in the
new plane are very simple, namely, running straight and
parallel to each other.
The relationship may be adapted to irregular core
The edges A and C lie, respectively, on the potentials
shapes through a suitable choice of the coefficient m.
- Po/2 and + V 0 / 2 . The potential difference Po between
The integration extends in an exact manner from the the edges is composed of the gap potential 9,and the
beginning to the end of the magnetization vector, that is, magnetic potentials from the gap edges to the edges A or
over both the intervals (-X/4, -Id21 and (I,/2, X/4),
C . Letting R,+R, represent the reluctance of the whole
and the gap is ignored because its influence was already circuit, then
taken into account in (1). Both integrations lead to the
same value because o f the symmetry of the system. According to the earlier premise (4), I,=O. The integration .
is carried out: as follows:
where R, J2 stands for the reluctance froh the edge of the
av
p p to the outer edge of the head face. We will, not con-cos kxdx.
cos fix& = 2
sider the influence of the third coordinate, which is perhead iurhgtb ax
pendicular to the plane of the paper in Fig. 10. Now
For the shape of the core of Fig. 8, the solution is
one may consider the x-y plane as a complex z plane
(z=x+$) [Fig. IqB)]. By a suitably chosen t r a n s f m a cos kxdx
hJTo
24I'0J
v0
(5). tion, the z plane may be transformed into the ( plane in
R
)
p c ~ & r ( R o f Rc)
such a manner that the bent-line part in the z plane is
mapped into the direction of the real axis of the 5- plane
and for that of Fig. 9
&=$+iv)(Fig. 11). Thepoints A'@= - 1) and B 1 @ = + l )
cos 1:xdx
should correspond to the points A(z= -LJ2) and B
(z= +L/2), respectively. Then the following relationship
~ , w ( d , ax)(Ro Re)
exists between z and '

S

-a

+

+

-

+

~ ~ w a ( R ,K-1

+

r:

This function yields the dcsircd mapping of the r plane
into the [ plane. First, in order to determine C1,(7) is integrated as follows:
u
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potential

- -L,.

v

-$

f"

potential

+.

Integration of (7) would yield the explicit form of the
transformation function z = z([) ;however, the integration
of this equation is very difficult, and we have no need of
an explicit expression far z. It is enough to know that the
positive branch of the E axis lies on the positive potential,
and the negative cosrespondin_elyon the negative one. A
suitable form of the field pattern will be achieved when the
{ piane is mapped into the W planc (Fig. F 2) by the transformation
i
TT',
Tt'=jy+iT'=---l
n
(101

+%
2

2

Fig. 10. LA) Cross section through the heodface reglon in the x y plane. (0) The z plane

Iz=x+iyl.

Fig. 11.

tion

head-face

Fig. 12.

Cross sec-

me

through

region

formed

plane

into the

W

plane'

[ W =U+iVl.

transformed into the

r

Cross section through

the head-face region hans-

I<-E+hl.

7r

r

in such a manner that the positive 5 axis with potential
;VO corresponds ta the straight Iine iV= iBo, and the
negative half axis corresponds to straight line iV= - i f D.
In the W plane, the conditions are extremely easy to
understand. Field and potential lines form a n orthogonal
network of straight lines. The equipotential lines satisfy
the equation Im W= constant, while the field lines may be
identified with straight lines Re W=constant. The fact
that the potential V i s the imaginary part of W is the
crucial point of the whole calculation. The relationships
(7) and (10) between the W, t, and z are now applied in
order to calculate dujax.
From (lo), it follows that

From this follows

Thus, C1 is a real number.
We consider the behavior of d Y / a x , when r f = 0, in the
regions E2 1 and p > 1, respectively. From

<

The derivative of the anaIflica1 function 5. = 5. ( z ) is independent ofthe direction. From that, it follows that

-d!?
- = - .df
&y

dz

Using this, it follows that

+ i I m [C,(l -

f2)m]

it follows that
Equation (1 1) then becomes

In the region surrounding the edge z=L/2, { = 1. In
For t251, al = 0 (that is, in the interval -L j 2 1 xSLJ2) the neighborhood of LJ2, therefore, (12) may be dey = 0,dy/dx= 0,because in t h s case (1- E2) is positive and veloped into (r- 1):
therefore (1 -E2)m is real. Thus, the slope of the straight
segment AB is zero, as shown in Fig. 10. For Ee> l, 7 = 0,
(I -P)%= I 1-t21 e*Bmr;
it follows that
Furthermore, the integration of (7) for the region of
(I-- E2)" = (t2- I)(COS mi^
i sir1 mn).
z =L/2 leads to
According t'o (91,
dv

+

.<

This yields exactly the slope of the two oblique straight
segments in Fig. 10 which have the value *tan mr.
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Substituting (8) and (13) in (12), it follows finally that
m7L
K
.
--1 T-l o sin -

-av- ax

2

m+l

+

m;cm+1j

~L"(~+')(nzI)

Therefore, the calculation of j(an/ax) cos k x dx
amounts to the evaluation of the following integral:
Fig. 13. Normalized response rise a t long wavelengths due
to the secondary-gap effed for three values of n.

cos ksdx
2 - -

1

The factor sin [~nir/(m+ I)] in (1 5) shows that the undulations may be reduced by diminishing the angle rnn on
the ascending and descending edges. The undulation increases with decreasing L; that is, givcn two magnetic
heads of different size which are geometrically similar,

[~1+11

From that, we have for the complete expression

- -

(-)m 1f l

~,,r
-cos

k ~ d=
x -

sin

ma

[24;r(rn

-

m t l

+ l)llumL1jcos

2

2(m+l)

+ +)]

ll(m+ 1)

+

2 ~ l m I)-!(.+I)

[ R L(WZ~

- (15)

L-

The cosine function points to periodic undulations
which have aIready been dearly shown. Equation (15)
shows only the contribution from one half of the core. The
integration from - m to -L/2 again yields the same
value. Dividing by [R,/(R,+R,)] 4g, one arrives at the

the smaller one always has greater undulations, other
factors being the same.
Now the secondary-gap effect of (6) and the undulation
function of (15) are combined into one equation, the
head-length response function:

following function which describes the undulations of the
waveIength response relati~eto the core flux at medium
wavelengths :

(Note that the function $(k) indicates the flux as a function of the recorded wavelength relative to the flux from
the main gap, [R,/(R,+A,)] &.)
In order to show this response in normalized graphs,
~ kcan) also be written as

1

+cChS

Rg f R ~ I

dn+

r --

mrr

sin 1)
m+ I

where sl= 2/(bwmR,), and r2=(Rg+ R,l)/R,. Fig. 13
shows the secondary-gap effect, rlu versus d,/aX, for
three values of rl, and Fig. 14 shows the undulation function 7 for three different values of m. The coefficient sa
depends very strongly on the head construction, usually
taking values between 1.02 and 1.20.
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Comparison between the caFculated (solid curve] ond

the meosvred (broken curve) flux rerponre. [A) For e core cts
shown in Fig. 151A1 with I,= 10 rnm (0.4 in]. fB) For a core as
shown in Fig. 15(Bl with l a y 6 mm (0.24 In).

'--I

i
Fig. 14.

Fig. 16.

I

I

-M 1

Normalized var!otion i n response a t 1mg wavelengths due

to the undulation function fw three values of

m.

Fig. I$. Llmiting coser for two practically occurring magnetic
head cores, (A) Flat head face. (BJ Head f ~ c etapering owcry
from tape (calculation assumes inflnire head, as indicated by the

Fig. 17. Schematic eron
section lhrough a shielded
magnenc head.

dashed lines).

consider the particular three-dimensional arrangement.
Here again, the comments made in t h e previous section
are still true. Some general rules will be dedt~cedfrom twoThe results of the ~alculationswere tested on two full- dimensional considerations.
track heads. In accordance with our experience, the core
Fig. 17 shows the cross section through a magnetic
relative permeability was assumed to be &=a.
Fig. head. The flux of the corresponding tape sections flows
15(A) and (B) shows the cross section of the cores, and across the gaps Gz and G3. We may assume the proFig. 16 shows the corresponding curves for the head- portionality factor p betwcen the shortcircuit flux and
length response. In the case of head (A), the measured and the core flux to be approximately p= i.
the cahlated curves are almost congruent. The curves for
head (B) are only fairly close. The reason is that the calculation is based on a core with sloping sides which con- Otherwise, the head-length response function of Westtinue on indefinitely, as shown i n Fig. 15(B) with a broken mijze [3] may be used. Therefore, we have
line, whereas the measuredxead was as shown by the
solid line.
sin -

I:

=

p*so

V. The Undulations wkh u Shielded Core

-

The magetic circuit of a magnetic head is, as a rule,
surrounded by a high-permeability shielding can which
extends into the region of the tape path, and therefore
influences the head-length response, especially the undulation part. In order to clarify completely the relationship
between the shielding can and the undulations, we must
FRlTZWH: REIlPONSE OF MACNLTIC REPRODUCING HEAJM

1.762

kl,
1.762

11 :

+cll

=

p@

Icl,
sin 1.762
sc

kl,
1.782

eos ( w t

+ $),

heads, we may calculate the head and shield dimensions
which will give a good long-wavelength response.
VI. Summary

d
Fig. 18. Comparison between the ~ ~ T c u l o t e(solid-curve)
and h e measured (broken-cune) Rvx response of a shielded

From the preceding sections, we see that the reproducing-system wavelen~qhresponse could also be: calcdated
very accurately even with rather cnmplicated geometries.
When the core and shield shapes arc very different from
those described here, certain modifications of the methods
may be necessary in order to achieve agreement between
theory and experiment. It is, however, possible to determine theoretically the essential characteristics of the
wavelength response of a reproducing system in the Ionglength (low-frequency) region.
This paper has considered only symmetrical heads;
asymmetrical heads are discussed elsewhere [7], [s].

--

head a s shown in Fig. 17. (A) 1= 14.6 mm (0.575 in),

1,=4.2 mrn 10.1 66 in). (BI L= 13.6 mm (0.535 in), k 3 . 2 mrn
(0.1 30 in).
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vol. 17, pp. 284-286. July 1967.
measured data. Thcrcfore, the asslimptions abotit the [g] K. Frilzsch, "Phnsenverzerrungen durch unsymrnetrische
U'iedergaksjsteme hi der magnetisclien Speicherung" ("Phase
reproducing process may be assumed to be correct. Equadistortion due to asymmetrical repruducing heads in magnctic
tion (1 8) may bc applied in order to calculate the optimal
recording systems"), Hoclsfrry;rerr:~~ch.uttd Elekrronkust.,
valucs for I, and L. Thus, when developing magnetic
vol. 76, pp. 84-89, 1 Y67.
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